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WWII-1990s: “Bretton Woods” Era

The Bretton 
Woods Era

GATT 1947

• Trade in goods
• Tariffs and 

quotas

IMF

• Gold standard
• Short-term 
trade floats

World Bank

• Finance 
rebuilding of

Europe & Japan

“Trade” Agreements Are No Longer Just About 
Trade, but Rather Set Binding Policy on Core 
Issues of Great Interest to the Public Sector



(Early ‘90s to 
present day)

Corporate Globalization Era

WTO
(binding dispute 

settlement)

NAFTA, 
CAFTA,
“Free Trade”
Agreements

GATT



NAFTA, WTO, CAFTA, KORUS, FTAs-Now TPP: WTF!!??

Corporate coup de etat by “trade” agreement.  Not mainly about “trade” but 
a system of enforceable global governance promoted by corporations & not 
designed  by or subject to modification by those who will live with results…

 Starkly different from past of int’l trade between nations.  This is a severe threat to our 
sovereignty and democracy: diplomatic legislating of behind-the-border policies 
with U.S. trade negotiators advised by 600 official corporate “trade advisors” - not 
legislators or those who will live with results - making decisions on vast array of 
domestic non-trade policies

 “Each Member shall ensure the conformity of its laws, regulations and  administrative 
procedures with its obligations as provided in the annexed Agreements.” 

- Agreement Establishing the WTO

 Permanence – no changes w/o consensus of all signatory countries. So, no room for 
progress, responses to emerging problems

 Binding Dispute Resolution  (unlike most labor, health, environmental treaties). Rules 
enforced in extra-judicial tribunals. 

 Government-government enforcement: countries must gut their laws. Trade 
sanctions imposed. 

 Investor-state enforcement:  taxpayers must compensate foreign corporations. 
No due process. No outside appeals.



FTAs like TPP as Trojan Horses for damaging non-trade 
policies, often rejected domestically,  that affect us all

• Backdoor privatization, deregulation of 
essential services

• Roll back of financial regulations

• Domestic procurement preferences. 
“Buy Local” procurement forbidden.

• Domestic laws that pass domestic 
court muster subject to direct 
challenge in foreign tribunals by 
foreign investors.

• Must import food that does not meet 
domestic safety standards.

• Patent extensions, new rights for 
pharmaceutical firms to challenge 
drug-price decisions that raise meds 
prices for consumers, govts. 

• Limits on Internet freedom



20 Years of NAFTA, WTO, FTAs – New Corporate Privileges 
and Powers Misbranded as “Trade” Agreements…

 Crushing of American Middle Class: More than 5 million U.S. manufacturing jobs 
(1 out of 4) & 60,000 manufacturing facilities gone. Millions of service sector 
jobs offshored: call centers, computer, programming, engineering, accounting. 

 Wage “arbitrage” in a race-to-the-bottom.  U.S. real median wages at ‘70s 
levels even as worker productivity has soared.  Not only those who lose a job to 
a trade deal who are hit:  displaced manufacturing workers join glut of those 
competing for non-offshorable jobs driving down wages. Since NAFTA, U.S. 
wages in growing sectors like retail, food service also down.

 SUPPLY SIDE OF “AUSTERITY”: When manufacturing, other good jobs go tax 
bases shrink – and schools, public services, infrastructure are cut. 

 Growing income inequality.  More inequality is prediction of free trade theory.  
Trade affects types of jobs available, wage levels. Our current trade policy has 
fundamentally transformed the types of jobs/ wage levels available for the 63% 
of U.S. workers without college degrees. Richest 1% gained 58% since NAFTA, 
median real wages are down.
 DoL: average manufacturing worker displaced by trade went lost 20% of 

income when reemployed - from $40,154 to $32,123. 

 WORKERS AS CONSUMERS: Gains from trade liberalization on import side. But as 
offshoring has moved up skills level, cheaper imports no longer outweigh loss in 
U.S. wages. Net loss=$3,000! 



20 Years of NAFTA, WTO, FTAs – New Corporate Privileges 
and Powers Misbranded as “Trade” Agreements…

• Livelihoods of tens of millions of peasant farmers destroyed, mass migrations, 
hunger. 3 million rural livelihoods in Mexico destroyed by NAFTA.  Colombian 
compesinos slammed by US-Colombia FTA.  (And thanks to FTA rules that 
allow agribiz giants to game farmer off of each other, at same time U.S. loses 
170,000 family farms since NAFTA. In 2012, volume of U.S. food exports only 
1% higher than ’95 (when NAFTA-WTO started). U.S. Imports of food now 97% 
above ‘95 level.)

• Food price crises. Eg price paid Mexican farmer for corn drops 80% under 
NAFTA, but tortilla prices rise 100% 

• Financial deregulation and instability. Fundamental regulations of banks, 
speculation are forbidden as “trade barriers”

• Health, labor, land use, other public interest laws around world attacked in 
foreign tribunals. Some dumped. Initiatives chilled. Billions extracted from 
taxpayers and paid to corporations for violations of new “rights.”

• Drug prices up. In poor nations, deadly cut in access to meds.  Rich nation 
higher prices slam poor consumers, govt budgets as Big PhRMA profits soar



TPP: Most Secretive Trade Negotiation, Ever…

• Negotiations start in 2008 with Pres. Bush. 19 
rounds of negotiations under Obama. Deadline 
to sign is NOW. A draft TPP text exists.

• Until summer 2013, even Congress cannot see 
the TPP draft text. State legislators, governors, 
press and public still locked out.

• Over 600-plus corporate advisors have access 
to and influence over the draft text. 

• What we know about the TPP is from texts that 
were leaked to the public.• Growing congressional anger about extreme secrecy. 

-

“This is the least transparent trade negotiation I have ever seen.”
-Former U.S. trade official Gary Horlick, a TPP supporter



TPP:  Who’s Now Involved

Australia, Brunei, Chile, Malaysia, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, U.S., & 
Vietnam plus Canada and Mexico Join in Early 2013 and Japan recently

BUT: TPP IS A “DOCKING” AGREEMENT: OPEN ANY 
COUNRTY THAT AGREES OT TERMS - CHINA, RUSSIA, ETC.
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Power to Foreign Corporations to Attack our Laws 
in “Investor-State Dispute Resolution” Tribunals

 Directly attack governments before foreign tribunals organized by the UN and
World Bank demanding our tax dollars to compensate loss of “expected future
profits” from labor, health, safety, land use, and other domestic laws. Foreign corps
raised to equal status as US gov’t to privately enforce a public treaty, raid our gov’t
Treasuries!!

 Skirt domestic courts, laws. Cases are decided by 3 corporate lawyers who rotate
between suing governments for corporations & being “judges”

TPP would empower foreign corporations to:

There is NO outside appeal! If a 
gov’t loses, our tax dollars get 
paid to  compensate foreign 
corporations. Foreign firms 
operating here get preferential 
treatment to domestic firms.

Over $365 million in public funds paid under NAFTA alone over land use, 
timber, water rights, public health, environment, transportation - $13 billion 
in pending corporate claims.   Recent award in one case is $2.3 Billion!



Epidemic of Corporate Bandits Raiding 
our Treasuries Using Investor-State

TPP would 
mean 1000s of 
additional 
cross-
registered 
corporations 
empowered to 
attack U.S. 
laws.
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15 arbitrators alone have captured the decision-making in 
55% of the total investor-state cases known today

Source: Profiting from Injustice http://corporateeurope.org/publications/profiting-from-injustice

Either by winning an 
investor-state attack and 
collecting millions in gov’t 
compensation or by 
preemptively chilling 
government actions, these 
foreign tribunals provide a 
whole new way to 
undermine our basic rights 
and needs.  



Some of the Investor-State Cases 
Attack on Reversal of Water System Privatization
Vivendi v. Argentina: 2007 (France-Argentina BIT). Argentina ordered to pay $105M to firm that cut off water 
to Buenos Aries. Contract dispute over U.S. $$-denominated rate guarantees unpayable in financial crisis.

Attack on Post-revolution Increase in Egypt’s Minimum Wage 
Veolia vs Egypt: June 2012 (France-Egypt BIT). The company argues that changes to local labor laws –
including recent increases in minimum wages – have impacted negatively on the company despite contract 
provisions designed to buffer the concessionaire from the financial implications of any such legal changes.” 

Attack on South Africa’s Black Economic Empowerment Policy
Piero Foresti & Others v. South Africa: Mining investors claim S. Africa’s Black Economic Empowerment law 
violated investment treaties even thought it implemented new South African constitution post Apartheid. 

Attack on Canadian medicine patent policy by Eli Lilly
$500M Claim because Canadian high court invalidated patents on 2 drugs that didn’t perform as filed

Attack on El Salvadoran Water, Mining Safety Policies
Pac Rim v. El Salvador: mining- years of ISDR in very politicized case stall out passage of ban on mineral 
mining; tribunal voids CAFTA claim, still order govt to pay costs, continues claims based on domestic law

Attack on Canadian Toxic Chemical Ban 
Ethyl v. Canada – ban reversed, Corp. paid $13 M for lost profits while ban was in effect – US states ban 
same chemical, MMT a gasoline additive

Attack on Australian, Uruguayan Cigarette Health Laws by Phillip Morris

Chevron Attacks Ecuador to halt court-ordered payment for Amazon pollution 



TPP : Financial Deregulation =
Banksters’ Delight

TPP would:
• Expose our new Wall Street 

regulations to direct challenge by 
financial firms 

• Prohibit bans on risky financial 
products, services

• Undermine “too big to fail” 
regulations

• Block taxes on Wall Street 
speculation (e.g. “Robin Hood tax”) 

• Ban capital controls

The same global financial firms that crashed the global 
economy in 2009 are at it again with TPP…

Says who? Sen. Elizabeth Warren! Former Rep. Barney Frank!



TPP: Higher Medicine Prices for Us, 
Windfall Profits for Big Pharma

 Extended patent monopolies and data exclusivity on lifesaving medications. 
For Vietnam, other TPP developing countries a life and death matter: HIV-
AIDS drugs under patent are $10K per year, generic $250

 Increased costs of drugs for programs such 
as PEPFAR (President’s Emergency Plan 
for AIDS Relief).

 Drug firms empowered to challenge medicine 
pricing for national health care systems 
(drug formularies)  This is a U.S. proposal 
that targets Canada, New Zealand, Australia. 
BUT, WOULD BOOMERANG BACK AGAINST 
U.S. MEDICARE, MEDICAID, TRICARE & VA 

TPP would give big drug companies new rights and powers 
that decrease consumers’ access to affordable medicine
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TPP = The Sons of SOPA?

 Internet Service Providers 
required to “police” user-
activity. ie police YOU. And, cut 
people off from access.

 Mandatory fines for individuals’ 
non-commercial copies - treated 
the same as  large-scale for-
profit copyright violators. 

 Innovation stifled.

 Even temporary “buffer” copies 
or breaking digital locks to use 
linux could subject users to 
fines.

U.S. TPP Proposal:



TISA – Major New Threat
• “Coalition of the willing” service sector privation and deregulation 
agreement launched when WTO GATS was jammed. “Very good friends of 
service.. Seriously.

• 23 TiSA parties: Australia, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, 
European Union (representing its 28 Member States), Hong Kong, Iceland, 
Israel, Japan, Liechtenstein, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, 
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Korea, Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey and the 
United States. 

• Commitments for new sectors under old GATS rules. Including Art XVI 
“Market Access” rules that forbid establishment or maintaining of 
monopolies and/or limits on the number of private sector suppliers allowed 
to complete with public services

• New constraints on domestic regulation



GATS Article I
Scope and Definition
1. This Agreement applies to measures by Members affecting trade in services.
2. For the purposes of this Agreement, trade in services is defined as the supply of a service:
(a) from the territory of one Member into the territory of any other Member;
(b) in the territory of one Member to the service consumer of any other Member;
(c) by a service supplier of one Member, through commercial presence in the territory of any 
other Member;
(d) by a service supplier of one Member, through presence of natural persons of a Member in the 
territory of any other Member.

3. For the purposes of this Agreement:
(a) "measures by Members" means measures taken by:

(i) central, regional or local governments and authorities;  and 
(ii) non-governmental bodies in the exercise of powers delegated by central, regional or local 
governments or authorities;
In fulfilling its obligations and commitments under the Agreement, each Member shall take such 
reasonable measures as may be available to it to ensure their observance by regional and local 
governments and authorities and non-governmental bodies within its territory;

(b) "services" includes any service in any sector except services supplied in the exercise of 
governmental authority;

(c) "a service supplied in the exercise of governmental authority" means any service which is 
supplied neither on a commercial basis, nor in competition with one or more service suppliers.

And, Now WTO GATS Talks Are Starting Again! 



How did U.S. workers Lose Control & Get Into 
this Mess? Meet “Fast Track” 

• U.S. Constitution gives Congress exclusive authority over trade. “Check 
and balance” created by Founders (1773 Boston Tea Party hangover…)

The Congress shall have Power To lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay the 
Debts and provide for the common Defence and general Welfare of the United States; but all 
Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United States; To borrow money 
on the credit of the United States; To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the 
several States, and with the Indian Tribes;

• For 200 year, Congress set our trade policy and wrote our laws…

In 1973, Richard Nixon cooked up 
Fast Track. It was a stealthy tool to 
grab BOTH powers: shifting 
enormous control over trade
agreements to the Executive Branch 
and vast new power to 
“diplomatically legislate” on 
non-trade matters…



“Fast Track” only needed for bad agreements…
Of 500+ trade agreements since 1974, only used for 16 of them  
(Clinton did not have this extreme authority for 6 of his 8 years… Fast 
Track only in effect for five of the past 19 years!)
• Clinton = 130 trade agts, only 2 w/ Fast Track. 

 USTR Charlene Barshefsky said in 2000, “if you look at our record on trade since 
1995, I don’t think the lack of Fast Track impeded our ability to achieve our 
major trade goals.”  

Fast Track used to railroad NAFTA, WTO, CAFTA, Korea/Col FTAs 

Last delegation of this extreme authority ended ‘07

Since 1890, Congress created a new trade 
authority system every 30 years, until now…

• Broad delegation inherent in Fast Track simply 
mismatched to reality of scope of today’s “trade” 
agreements. Need a new 21st Century mechanism 
appropriate for scope of today’s agreements. 

• Five major regimes used by Congress to coordinate 
trade agts before Fast Track; a New approach is 
needed now...



Our “Trade” Mess Is Not an Act of  God. Or an 
Accident… Bad Policy Put in Place via Bad 

Process THAT WE CAN CHANGE!

 STOPPED: Fast Track in 1998
 DERAILED:   WTO Expansion: 

Seattle ‘99 –today!
 DERAILED: FTAA (Free Trade 

Area of the Americas)
 DERAILED:  MAI (Multilateral 

Agreement on Investment)
 DERAILED:   AFTA, Malaysia, 

SACU, Thailand, FTAs

TPP, TISA, GATS-2014 next! Then on to trade turnaround!

Battles Won Against Sneak Attacks   
via “Trade” Agreements
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